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This paper derives two formulae for the volume of the set of points common to the 
interiors of two congruent circular cylinders in general position. One formula involves 
incomplete elliptic integrals and the other formula involves complete elliptic inte~prals. 
A series is derived for the complete elliptic function formula. Someof the work was done 
on the symbol manipulator MACSYMA. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we find the volume of intersection of two congruent circular cylinders 
of radius r when the cylinders' axes are separated by less than 2r. One formula involves 
incomplete elliptic integrals and the other formula involves complete elliptic integrals. 
The existence of a formula entirely in terms of complete elliptic functions was fortuitous, 
fortunate, and completely unexpected. Use of the Landen transformation and just the 
right relation among the parameters lead to this formula. The symbolic manipulator 
MACSYMA was used in both derivations. 
A series is derived for the complete dliptic function fozmula. Some additional dis- 
cussion is given in w about the use of symbolic computation in connection with these 
formulae.' The formulae were needed in a practical application and were not found in the 
literature despite a thorough search. Additional information about these formulae and 
about formulae for intersecting cones is given in (Beyer e~ al., 1984). 
To summarize our main result, consider two congruent circular cylinders of radius 
r with axes separated by a distance 6 = re. Let V~ be the volume of their intersection. 
Define an angle fl between their axes as set out near the beginning of w Define V0 
by (2.3) and define z~V~ by (3.1). Then AVJVo is given by (3.8), where E and F are 
complete lliptic integrals. 
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2. The  genera l  case o f  two in tersect ing  congruent  c i rcu lar  cy l inders  
The axes of two circular cylinders of radius r arc parallel to the z-y plane, separated 
by it and a distance 6 = re from it, 0 <: e < 1; the two axes are each perpendicular to the 
z-axis, and their orthogonal projections on the ~-y plane make angles +/~ with the y-axis. 
Now, let C_ be the cylinder whose axis lies in the plane z = -$ ,  and C+ be the cylinder 
whose axis lies in the plane z = & Then a plane of the form z -- const., 0 <: z < r - 6, is 
parallel to the axis of C+ and a distance 6 - z from that axis. So the intersection of this 
plane with C+ is a doubly infinite strip S+ of width w+ := 2 [r 2 - (6 - z)2] 1/2. This same 
plane is also parallel to the axis of C_ but at a distance 6 + z from it; so that the width 
w_ of its intersection S_ with C-  is w_ := 2 [r ~ - (6 + z)2] 1/2. Moreover, the intersection 
of'this plane with the volume common to the two cylinders~ i.e., the intersection of S+ 
with S_, is a parallelogram P(z) of area A(z). Thus the volume common to the two 
circular cylinders is given (using symmetry) by 
f0 
r(1-~) 
= y,(,., 5) = 2 A(z)  dz. 
But the interior angles of the parallelogram P(z) are 2/~ and lr - 2;3, so that A(z) = 
w+ w_ / sin 2/~. 
Therefore 
8 t r(1-~) 
v .  - s in  Jo  - - 
8 /~0-~)  
= ~ j0 [(r + z)~ - (re)~]~[(r - z)'~ - (re)~]}dz. (2.1) 
Setting w = 1 - z/r, we find 
8r 3 fl 
V0 = ~ j~ JCw ~ - e~)i('2'- w)2 _ e2] dw. (2.2) 
As a check, when e = 0 we obtain a known formula 
16r 3 
110 = 14(r,/?) - 3 sin2/~' (2.3) 
for the volume of intersection of two circular cylinders of radius r whose axes cross at an 
interior angle r - 25. This formula is also given in (Beyer et al., 1987). 
3. Vo lume in  te rms o f  el l ipt ic  integra ls  
In this section we outline an algorithm by which the integral in (2.2) can be expressed 
in terms of incomplete lliptic integrMs. This algorithm is followed by an algorithm that 
uses the Landen transformation to transform incomplete lliptic integrals to complete 
elliptic integrals when possible. 
It is convenient to replace (2.2) by a different expression. Let us define 
= Vo - (3 .1 )  
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Combining (2.2), (2.3), and (3.1), we obtain 
~=g - ~-~-~v~2 ,~)~-~d~ , 
written in a form needed for (4.1) below. 
For the purpose of this section, we rewrite (3.2) in the form, 
AV~ 3 / ,1  (w2 - e9.)[(2 _ w)2 _ e~] 
1 dw 
v0 = - ~ J0 ,/(~o= - ~)[(2 : W)2 - ~1 
= 1- (z4  + G+ z2+z~ + ~o), 
where, with a constant factor ai, 
z~(~) = ~ ~/(~ _ ~2)[(2 _ ~0)~ ~] d~, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(~.4) 
i -  O, 1,2, 3,4. (3.5) 
The integrals I~ have integrand G(w, y) that is a rational function of w and y with 
y2 a quartic polynomial in w with four distinct roots. Therefore /i is not expressible 
in terms of elementary functions of e. See w of Abramowitz & Stegun (1964). Such 
integrals can, however, be expressed in terms of incomplete lliptic integrMs of the first 
and second kinds: 
F(r k) := f f l  - k ~ sin 2 %b and Z(r k) :-- 
Define k = k(~) := ~/1 -  ~ and r := tan- l (1/vT) .  To evaluate Z~, / = 0,1,2, 
in terms of the incomplete lliptic integrals, use 8a4-6 of w of GrSbner ~; IIofreiter 
(1961). To evaluate I~, i = 3,4 use the reduction formulae of 6b and 4a of the same 
reference. The use of MACSYMA to do the bookkeeping yields: 
AV~ = 2 -- ~(1 --~ + d)  -- 2(1 + ? )  E(r k) + 47F(r  k). (3.7) 
v0 
This effort was not easy and points out the desirability of incorporating a facility 
in symbol manipulators whereby integrals of rational functions of two variables G(m, y), 
with y2 a cubic or quartic polynomial in m, can be evaluated automatically in terms of the 
incomplete lliptic integrals. Numerical tables of these integrals are found in Abramowitz 
& Stegun (1964). 
The second part of our algorithm is to transform the incomplete lliptic integrals to 
complete elliptic integrals by the Landen transformation. (John Landen, t719-1790. 
Interesting historical and mathematical material on Lartden is given in Almk~ist g~ 
Brendt (1988).) The Landen Transformation is discussed in GrSbner & Hofreiter 0961), 
w eqs. 24a,c, and d. It is easy to verify that k = v/i--'Z-ff, r = arctan(1/v/~) =
arcsin(l/eT-g-7) converts to ~ = (1 - , ) / (1  + ,), r = ~/2. Wi~h this, (3.7) transform 
to: 
v0 = 1-(1+,~)(1+~)E ~, 1-  + +2~(~+1)F  ~, i$  " (3.8) 
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An alternative method of going from (3.2) to (3.8) that avoids the intermediate 
incomplete lliptic functions is given in Appendix A and makes more use of symbolic 
computing. One can then go from (3.8) back to (3.7) via the Landen transformation. 
4. Series for AVdV0 valid near e = 0 
In this section we discuss series for the volume of intersection of two congruent 
circular cylinders valid as the separation of their axes goes to zero. From (3.2), we have 
u v0- = ~ - (2 -  ~o)v~ 3 -  ~/ i  ~ / (2 -  w)2 d~,  (4.1) 
On expanding the second radical in (4.1) in a power series in e about e = 0 to a sufficient 
number of terms, we obtain, by use of MACSYMA, 
AV~ 
Vo 
e 4 e 1 
= - 13  § - 
§ 
+ ~  ~) +431+o(1) ]}  (4.2) 
This series converges for 0 < e < a < 1 for any such a since it is obtained by the 
term-by-term integration over [e, 1] of a series uniformly convergent on that interval. 
An alternative method of obtaining a series for AVJVo is to use appropriate xpan- 
sions of the E and F in (3.8) about e = 0. These expansions are found in Gradshteyn &
l~yzhik (1980), pp. 905-6, 28.113, formula 3 and 28.114 formula 3. These formulae in turn 
can be derived from formula (9.7.5) in Lebedev (1965). for the analytic continuation of 
the hypergeometric function F(o~,/~; 7; z) into the domain Iz- 11 < 1 and I arg(1- z)l < tr 
when a + fl - 7 is an integer. (The reader need not be confused by the two uses of F. 
One use has two arguments and the other four arguments.) We make use of the relations 
(GrSbner & Hofreiter (1961), (9.8.6)) 
and (Lebedev (1965), (9.8.7)) 
E(2 ,  z) = I t  1 1. l ars(1 + z) l < ~ (4.4) 
The complete series to replace (4.2) is obtained by substituting the series (9.7.5) in 
Lebedev (1965) for the right-hand sides of (4.3) and (4.4) and then substituting those 
quanti~ies into (3.8) with (1 - e)/(1 q- c) replacing z .  A MACSYMA code is given 
in Appendix B to evaluate the series to any upper limit. The code gives (4.2) with 
"taylor (result ,e,0,10)". 
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5. Table exemplifying formula (4.2) approximating AVJVo  
The table below illustrates how the intersection of two circular cylinders gets smaller 
as the axes become separated. For this, (2.2) was integrated numerically. This table also 
demonstrates the efficacy of using the formula 
from (4.2) as an approximation to AVJVo.  
2e .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 
Reduction in v~, percent .08237 .2879 .593'0 .9850 '1A55 
.... 'Same, but via (5:1) .08237 .2879 .5930 .98521 i.456 
2e .12 .14 .16 .18 
2.604 3':272 3:998 Reduction in ~'e, percent 1.997 
Same, but via(5.1) 1.998 2.606 3.276 4.002 
2r .40 .60 .80 I 
Reduction in Ve, percent 14.88 27.78 42.02 56.54 
Same, but via (5.i) 14.97 28.22 43.26 59.23 
.20 
4.776 
4.783 I 
6. Symbolic computat ion  and volumes enclosed by  quadratic surfaces 
Beyer d al., 1987, found the volume Vr of the intersection of two congruent 
circular cones whose axes cross at a common point P, with the vertices of the cones 
equidistant from P. Let a be the augle the generator of one cone makes with its axis 
and/3 be the angle between that axis and the line joining the two vertices. Assume <x+~3 
does not exceed ~r/2 and that a < /~. Let d be the distance from either vertex to the 
intersection of the cones's axes. Define a : -  tana and b :-  tan~. Then, 
4 j' + 
y,o.. = "3 1 - a2b ~ ], b2(1 + a2) 2 
+ ~arctan  ~/(b~ 2"g-)(12a~b~) 
Thus the present paper and (Beyer et al., 1987) have solved two problems, each 
involving the volume enclosed by two quadratic surfaces in R 3 --  the cones problem, 
solved by (6.1), and the cylinder problem, solved by (3.8). The cones problem was more 
difficult, although the answer involved only elementary functions. The cylinder problem 
was easier, but the answer involved nonelementary functions. 
In the cones problem we attempted to obtain the answer by purely symbolic methods. 
We did obtain an answer using MACSYMA, but the answer was complicated and not in 
the simple form given by (6.1). Only after we obtained (6.1) by analytical means were 
we able to reduce MACSYMA's answer to the simple form given by (6.1). 
It is our hope that eventually one can obtain formulae for the volume bounded by 
two quadratic surfaces by purely symbolic methods. It should be possible. 
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APPENDIX  A 
MACSYMA CODE CONVERTING THE INTEGRAL 
EXPRESS ION FOR VOLUME TO EXPRESS ION 
US ING COMPLETE ELL IPT IC  INTEGRALS.  
/*(C1) is the integral in (2.2), without he initial term 1. It has been reduced using 
formulae 6b and 6c on page 83 of Gr5bner & Hofreiter (1961) for w4/y and w3/y. E is 
used in place of e. The "absolute value" is taken to prevent asign error when V /~ - 1) 2 
is taken as E - 1, the default behaviour. The assumptions on X and E allow most of 
the quantities to have their sign determined by MACSYMA.*/ 
(C1) ' INTEGRATE(((I+ET2)*(WT2-2*W)- ET4+3*ET2)/SQRT(ABS(WT2- 
ET2)*ABS((W-2)T2-ET2)),W,E,1); 
l,1 (1 + E2)(W 2 - 2W) - E 4 + 3E 2 
(D1) L 
(c2) ASSUME(E > 0,E < 1)$ 
dW 
/*(C3) is a simple change of variable, discovered after trying a large number of 
nontrivial changes of variables. This permits obtaining complete lliptic forms in the 
axlswer.~/ 
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(C3) CHANGEVAI%(D1,W = 1-(1-E),X,X,W); 
[1  (1 - E)( (1 + E2)((1 - (1 - E )X)  2 - 2(1 - (1 - E)Z) )  - E 4 + aE 2) 
(Da) 
,/Io-  )i7:  (Ti: ;- 7k5 1o 
/*(C4) simplifies (D3) by factoring.*/ 
(C4) SCANMAP('FACTORSUM,%); 
f01 (E 2 + 1)X 2 - (E + 1) 2 ~X 
(D4) (E - 1) 2 IV~- 1[ IXv/Fx-T~x/l( E " l iX - E - II~/I(E - 1)X + E'~- 11 
(C5) ASSUME(X > 0,X < 1)$ 
/*Remove ]l from (D4) when possible.*/ 
(C6) EV(D4,ABS); 
/o 1 (E 2 + 1)X 2 - (E + 1) 2 dX  
(D6) (E - 1) 2 G i -=-ZV 'ZTG~/ - (E"  1)X + E + 1 ~/l(E - 1)Z + E +1 
/*Lines C7 and D7 are skipped. Delete [[ from (D6). The argument is obviously 
positive.*/ 
(CS) SUBSTPART(FII%ST(PIECE),%,2,1,2,4,1); 
(DS) (E - 1) 2 (E2 + 1)X2 - (E + 1) 2 dX 
1V/i-L--X v/X-'~,~- (E - 1)X + E-I- lk/(E -- 1)X +E + 1 
/*Put some of the square roots together.*/ 
(C9) SUBSTPART(ROOTSCO NTP~ACT(PIECE),%,2,1,2, [1,2]); 
o I (E  2 + I )X  2 - (E  + i) 2 dZ 
(Dg)  (E - I )  2 I~_X2%/L(E:i)X+E+1x/(E_l)X+E+I 
/*Ditto.*/ 
(C10) SUBSTPAKT(l%OOTSCONTRACT(PIECE),%,2,1,2,[1,2]); 
(D10) (E - 1) 2 (E2 + 1)x2 - (E + 1) 2 dX 
~X/( -E  2 + 2E -- 1~ -~ +-'E2 + 2E + 1 
/*Simplify the argument in the last square root.*/ 
(Cll) SUBSTPART(FACTOI:I.(FIRST(PIECE))+FACTOP~(REST(PIECE)), 
%,2,1,2,2,1); 
(Dn)  (~ - 1) ~ (E~ + 1)x2 - (~ + 1)~ dX 
1 _ ,A - -c~, / (~?"+ ~)2 _ (E - ~)2x2 
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/ *Put  the last square root in the standard form 1 - k2xu.*/ 
(C12) SUBSTPAI~T((I+E)T2*MULTTHP~U(1/(I+E)I'2,PIECE),%,2, 1, 2,1); 
[1  (E2 + 1)x'  - (E+ 1) 2 
(D12) (E I)2(E+ i) -I /0 
/*Since E < 1, use (1 - E )  2 in place of (E - 1)2./ 
(C13) SUBST((1-E)T2,(E-1)T2,%)$ 
( l -E )  2 1(E2 1)x 2 (E f + - + 1)2 dX (D13) 
J0 1 11-  
(C14) EXP:%$ 
/*Define the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with parameter 
definition is taken from Abramowitz &: Stegun (1964) as is the next one.*/ 
(C15) F(K):='INTEGRATE(1/SQRT(1-XT2)/SQRT(1- KT2*XI"2),X,0,1); 
(o15) F(K) := , / f -  x~,/1 - K~X~ ex  
K. This 
(C16) E(K):-'INTEGRATE((1-KT2*XT2)/(SQI~T(1- XT2)*SQRT(1-Ki'2*XT2)), 
%x,0,1); 
fo ~/1 - K2X 2 (D16) E(K) := ~ dX 
/*Express EXP as a linear combination of F and E./ 
(C17) EXP = ALP.F((1-E)/(I+E))+BET.E((1-E)/(I+E)); 
, , .  j:( 1-z X 2 
~1 1 dX + B ET ~ dX 
1-• X 2 ~~-x~ 1-  ~--~ 
/*P~eplace all integrals by their integrands, ince all the limits are the same and since 
this will be shown to be consistent.*/ 
(C18) SCANMAP(LAMBDA([U], IF NOT ATOM(U) AND PART(U,0) = 
NOUNIFY('INTEGRATE) THEN FIRST(U) ELSE U), %); 
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(D18) 
( l -E )  2 (E 2+l )X  2 - (E+1)  2 1 
= ALP 
l -B  2 
/*Clear fractions by a suitable multiplication.*/ 
(C19) MULTTttl%U (PART(%,2,2,2),%); 
i1--E)2 ( rl-E'2 ~' 
(D19) ((E 2 + 1)X 2 -  (E+ 1) 2) = ALP + BET  1 -  [,1-"-~) X ) 
/*Only the quadratic and constant term in X exist, yielding two equations in the 
unknown constants ALP and BET.* /  
(C20) [RATCOEF(%,X,2),RATCOEF(%,X,0)]; 
(D20) [ (1- E)2 ( l -E )  2 T] (E+I )  (E2 +1)=-BET  ~ , - (1 -E )2(E+I )=ALP+BE 
/*Solve for ALP  and BET.* /  
(C21) LINSOLVE(%,[ALP,BET]); 
(D21) [ALP = 2E(E + 1), BET = - (E  3 + E 2 + E + 1)] 
/*Since ALP  and BET  are constants (independent of X), it is proved that EXP 
was expressible as a combination of complete lliptic integrals. Factor the above coeffi- 
cients.*/ 
(c2~) FACTOR(%); 
(D22) [ALP = 2E(E + 1), BET = - (E  + 1)(E 2 + 1)] 
/*Assign F INAL  to be 1 plus the linear combination given from the above coeffi- 
cients.*/ 
(C23) FINAL:EV(I+ALP,ELLF(%PI/2,K)+BET.ELLE(%PI/2,K), 
K =(1-E)/(I+E),%); 
(D23) 1 + 2E(E + 1) ELLF(~r/2, (1 - E)/(1 + E)) 
- (E  + 1)(E 2 + 1) ELLE(r /2,  (1 - E)/(1 + E)) 
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APPENDIX  B 
MACSYMA CODE FOR OBTAINING A SERIES FOR AVJVo 
(C1) EE(K):=BLOCK(~P:SQlZT(1-KT2)],KP:RADCAN(KP), 
I+KPT2*I/2*(LOG(4/KP)-I/2) 
+SUM(((2*J-1)!!/(2TJ*J!))T2*(J+I/2)/(J+I) 
*( LOG( 4/KP )-SUM(1/ (N .( 2*N- 1)), 
N,1,J)I/(2*(J+I)*(2*J+I)))*(KPT2) T(I+J),J,I,UPPER LIMIT))$ 
(c2) EF(K) :=BLOCK([KP :SQI~T(1-KT2)],KP:RADCAN(KP), 
LOG(4/KP)+SUM(((2.J-1)!!/ 
(2TJ*JI))T2. (LOG(4/KP)-SUM(1/(N.(2.N-1)),N,1,J)). (KPT2)TJ,J,1, 
UPPER LIMIT))$ 
(C3) lZESULT:I-(1 +E T2).(I+E),EE((1-E)/ 
(I+E))+2.E.(E+I).EF((1-E)/(I+E)),LOGEXPAND:ALL$ 
(C4) TAY P,.ESULT:TAYLOR(RESULT,E,O,IO); 
